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since we find that the scattering from their sys-
tem is dominated by the magnetic and nuclear
form factors of the individual colloidal particles.
Our calculations indicate that significant effects
due to dipole-dipole correlations should be ob-
served at volume fractions g& 0.2, and thus pro-
vide motivation for measurements on denser sys-
tems, preferably using neutron polarization anal-
ysis to separate magnetic and nuclear scattering.
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'3This offsets the tendency for the MSA to fail for very
strong magnetic coupling.
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The free energy stabilizing the Kondo singlet state is shown to be important in the
total-energy and stability conditions for cerium and related solids. Explicit calculations
are given for the simplest spin-2 Kondo model, using the relation to the Anderson

Hamiltonian, which leads to a semiquantitative description of the y-e phase transition
in cerium. The temperature dependence of the free energy has a universal form which

can lead to a phase boundary terminating in two critical points.
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Cerium is an archetypal narrow-band metal.
With temperature and pressure, its electronic
and magnetic properties manifest extreme varia-
tions that are especially pronounced because of
the existence of the first-order isostructural y-e phase transition ending in a critical point,
unique among elemental solids. ' Extensive stud-
ies near the phase boundary, combined with work
on y-like and n-like Ce impurities, alloys, and
compounds, have established the causes of these
phenomena to be electronic correlations resulting
from coupling of localized 4f to delocalized band
states. ' ' The difficulty of the resulting many-
body problem has led to many proposals based
upon different interpretations of experimental
data. ' " However, because of the magnitude of
the volume change (-15@), all explanations of the

y —n transition have required a gross change in

the 4f electrons: promotion to band states re-
ducing the 4f occupation, ~' a Mott transition in
which the 4f states change from localized to
bandlike, ' or transfer of the 4f wave function
from the inner to the outer well of the double-
well atomic potential. ' On the other hand, ex-
perimental probes""" of the 4f electrons have
consistently found only small differences between
y- and "collapsed" n-like Ce materials and have
indicated near-integral occupation"""'" and
atomiclike form factors" and correlation ener-
gies" in all cases. The many-body problem pre-
sented by this information is closely related to
the Kondo effect, and it has been shown that the
extensive body of theoretical work" ' on these
problems leads to a semiquantitative understand-
ing of the magnetic and electronic properties"' "
and a qualitative extension to periodic Kondo-like
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systems. '
In this Letter we address the issues of the vol-

ume and the phase transition by calculating the
equation of state of Ce including the free energy
of the Kondo effect and using the mell-known em-
pirical fact" that the Kondo temperature TK
varies rapidly with volume in Ce materials. We
first present a simple analysis which shows that
the stabilization energy of the Kondo singlet is
sufficient to cause volume changes - 15% in Ce,
and that the magnitudes of the effects are sup-
ported by other experimental data for Ce. This
is followed by a complete calculation of the phase
boundary for a volume transition with use of re-
cent theoretical results" "for the spin- & Kondo
problem'and its relation to the Anderson Hamil-
tonian. We propose that this contains the es-
sence of the more complex Ce problem and is a
prototype for a phase transition caused by non-
linear, collective effects such as the Kondo prob-
lem.

The equation of state is determined by the total
Gibbs free energy" G=I"+PV = U- TS+PV, where
where I', U, S, and V are, . respectively, the
free energy, internal energy, entropy, and vol-
ume per Ce atom. The change in each term at
the y- a transition is known'; e.g. , at T = 300 K,
I'=7 kbar, we have 6V= V& —V =0.15V&, ~S
=1.54k, PAV = 28 meV, TAS = 38 meV, and 4U
=10 meV. We take E to be a sum of a normal
part, typical for rare earths, plus an anomalous
part for Ce, so that G can be written

G= ~(B„V~)(V—1) +FK+PV.

All normal contributions are included in the first
term, with the normal bulk modulus and volume
chosen as the average of La and Pr, B„=280
kbar and V„=36 A', and V= V/V„. The second
term I'K is the additional free energy of coupling
of the 4f and conduction electrons which differ-
entiates Ce from La or Pr. At the transition,
the normal term leads to an increase in energy
of the compressed solid, so that 4U„=-51 meV
for 4V=0.15. It follows that the anomalous term
EK must supply 4U-60 meV and 4S-1.54k. The
binding energy of the singlet Kondo state may be
estimated from the well-known result" that there
is an anomalous contribution to the ground-state
energy UK - —TK. It is known from neutron scat-
tering that the width I' of the quasielastic mag-
netic scattering (roughly —TK) increases from
-6-16 meV in the y phase to o 70 meV in the a
phase. '4 Thus the change in Kondo energy -60
meV is exactly of the correct magnitude to cause

the transition. Furthermore the entropy for J
= &, appropriate for Ce, is S=kln6-1. 80, and
the critical temperature T, is - TK, as pointed
out by Edelstein, ' suggesting that the thermody-
namics of the transition are closely related to
the Kondo energies.

In order to establish further the relevance of
the Kondo effect we consider other information
on Ce. From resonant photoemission" " and
inverse photoemission" studies it is known that
the spectral weight for adding and removing 4f
electrons is well separated by a large Coulomb
interaction U-6-7 eV, " showing that the 4f elec-
trons do not occupy simple bands. Furthermore
these and other"" results imply that the 4f
occupation nf exceeds -0.75 even in cases where
the volume has been taken to imply nf-0. The
essential features of this many-body problem
are described by the well-known Anderson mod-
el, "which has both charge and spin degrees of
freedom. The simplest version of this model, an
impurity with an f state nondegenerate except for
spin, and the f spectra approximated by Lorentz-
ians of width 4 centered at ef and &&+ U, has
been studied in the recent detailed numerical
work of Krishna-Murthy, Wilkins, and Wilson. "
They show that the susceptibility is equivalent to
a spin--,' Kondo problem with the collective scale
of energy TK well represented by the form

T K
= 0.364ef J'~'exp(-1/J), (2)

for all J(0.5, where J is the effective Kondo
coupling constant (termed pJ, qf in Ref. 16, with

p the density of states at the Fermi energy)
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J= 2a/w e~+ 2a /v(e~+ U) .
The values of TK for the n and y phases are re-
produced by Eq. (2) for J&-0.25 and J„-0.5, with
e&=2 eV." From the areas of the Lorentzian
lines below the Fermi level, it is straightforward
to show that the values of n& are in the range
cited above. Taken together with the various ex-
perimental findings, these results strongly sug-
gest that both n-like and y-like Ce materials are
in the range where Kondo effects give a new en-
ergy scale TK «4, and that it is the spin degrees
of freedom which play an essential role in the a-
y transition.

We therefore proceed to derive a representative
phase diagram using results for the spin- —,

' Kondo
model. Then the temperature dependence of the
free energy EK is a universal function of T/TK,
which has been calculated numerically" and
shown to be close to the simple resonant-level
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expression"

FK(T, J) =Ec(J) -kTj2ln[ F(1+1/vi)/F(1+1/2vt)] +(1/wt)[1 —ln(2/vi) J
—in2j, (4)

where t=(W/2)(T/TK), with W=4n &0.102676. The ground-state energy Ec is not a universal function
of TK, so that it depends upon the underlying electronic Hamiltonian. We have taken the spin contribu-
tion to E~ to be given by the analytic Bethe-Ansat~ solutions of the Kondo Hamiltonian, ""with the
scale of energy E'=0.364'& and coupling constant chosen consistent with Eq. (2) for TK. The result
ls

Ec(J) = -E'(2/W)[Imin(F( —') —i/2c)/I'(1 —i/2c)] —tan '(c) ——,'v —tan '(c'/2)], (5)

where c =&(J ' --,'lnJ) '=2c'(1 —3c"/4). The
essential point is not the uniqueness of this form,
but rather the nonlinear dependence upon J, which
is intrinsic to the collective nature of the Kondo
effect, and persists more generally. For exam-
ple, in the solution for E~ in the symmetric An-
derson model" we have isolated and evaluated a
contribution which arises from many-body effects
at the Fermi energy and is a nonlinear function
only of J, very similar to Eq. (5). There are
also other terms in EG of the type treated' in

promotional models; these depend upon the de-
tails of the band electrons and are not small.
However, it appears from the experimental re-
sults cited above that in Ce the nonBneax volume
dependence of these terms is not large, and we
take Eq. (5) as a semiquantitative representation
of the important nonlinear dependence on J;

Minimization of G with respect to V leads to
the E'VT relation"

in y- and e-Ce.'
Because the temperature dependence of the

phase diagram is a universal function of T/TK,
it has properties which result directly from the
fact that TK is a rapidly decreasing function of
volume. In particular, the maximum negative
pressure always occurs at finite T, as may be
seen in Fig. 1. This has the remarkable conse-
quence that for reduced values of the ratio PK'/
B~=E'/(B„V„), the phase diagram has two criti-
cal points. For appropriate choices of the pa-
rameters the lower critical point can be chosen
to be at arbitarily low temperature. As the ratio
is further decreased, the phase transition dis-
appears by the coalescence of the two critical
points at finite T. For yet smaller values the
consequence is an anomalous thermal expansion
at low T, which is well known in Ce systems. "

P = B„(V-—1) —PK F K'(T, J)(J/V)o.', (6)

where EK'=(dEK/dJ)/E', o. =d(lnJ)/d(lnV), and
PK'=E'/V„ is the characteristic "Kondo pres-
sure" [34 kbar in Ce with hz= 2 eV (Ref. 10)].
The dependence of TK (and thus J and EK) on
volume is well established"'" and, with use of

Eq. (2), leads to values a from --4 for Cei,aTh
alloys to & —8 for dilute Ce in La under pres-
sure. " We have taken J=0.16/V6, chosen to give
approximately the spin-flip energies jn y- and Q-
Ce.' In Fig. 1 we show the resulting isotherms.
First-order transitions occur wherever dP/d V

(0, in which case the equal-area construction"
gives the transition pressure and volume discon-
tinuity. This defines a line P(T) ending in a criti-
cal point at T, =0.10E'-850 K, P,=0.22PK'-7
kbar, V, =0.87. At room T(-0.04 E') the calcula. -
tion gives a transition from V&=0.94 to V =0.83,
compared to empirical values' V~=0.96, V
=0.82. This corresponds to Jz= 0.23, TKz =4.7

me V, and 8„=0.49, TK„=66 meV, to be com-
pared with quasielastic neutron-scattering meas-
urements of I (-TK) -6—16 meV and ) 70 meV
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FIG. 1. Calculated phase diagram for Ce from Eq.
(6), with "normal" volume and modulus taken from La
and Pr. The pressure due to stabilization of the Kondo
state causes the volume collapse and first-order transi-
tion indicated by broken lines. The unit of pressure is
P & -34 kbar, and 7= 0.04 corresponds to room tem-
perature.
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In these considerations the only role of the
ground-state energy is that it determines wheth-
er or not the critical points occur in the experi-
mentally accessible region with P )0. This has
direct implications for alloys, where the volume
V„per Ce atom increases with dilution. The
present results suggest that the interesting re-
gion is for (20' dilution (where the first-order
transition disappears), in rough agreement with
observations' for many alloys at P =0 and for
alloys containing La, where the effective nega-
tive internal pressure is expected to move both
critical points to positive external pressure.

It is important to note the differences between
the idealized model and real Ce. (1) The fact that
Ce is a crystal instead of an aggregation of im-
purities, leads to new features' not present in the
the impurity Kondo problem. (2) The ground
state of Ce has degeneracy 6 rather than 2, giving
increased latent heat and slope of the phase boun-
dary. A complete analysis will require the rela-
tion of TK, I'K, J, and the electronic energies for
higher spin cases. (3) As discussed below Eq.
(5), pressure due to changes of the 4f occupation'
may be numerically important, and even dom-
inant in systems like SmS. (4) Finally, it re-
mains to understand how to deduce the Kondo en-
ergies and the occupation of the f states from
actual 4f spectra of Ce materials. This will re-
quire at least the inclusion of the full 14-fold de-
generacy of the f shell.

In summary, we have shown that the phase dia-
gram in Fig. 1 follows from properties of the
interacting electron problem posed by Anderson. "
The derivation depends upon recent theoretical
results" "for this problem in the Kondo regime
together with the experimentally established vol-
ume dependence of the Kondo coupling constant. "
The representative phase diagram provides a
semiquantitative description of the y - a phase
transition in Ce and predicts new features, such
as the existence of a phase boundary ending in
two critical points. As envisaged by Johansson, '
there is increased 4f "bonding" in the o. phase,
but rather than a Mott transition the mechanism
is the Kondo binding energy, the collective na-
ture of which results in a sensitive dependence
upon volume. The prototypical status of cerium
suggests that this mechanism is important in
other narrow-band systems such as the actinides. "

We gratefully acknowledge the guidance of
E. Resayi in the derivation of the ground-state
energy.
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The spectrum of density perturbations is calculated in the new-inflationary-universe
scenario. The main source is the quantum fluctuations of the Higgs field, which lead to
fluctuations in the time at which the false vacuum energy is released. The value of bp/p
on any given length scale l, at the time when the Hubble radius » l, is estimated. This
quantity is nearly scale invariant (as desired), but is unfortunately about 10' times too
large.
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The inflationary-universe scenario was pro-
posed by one of us' as a possible solution to the
horizon, flatness, and monopole problems. In
this scenario the universe supercools by many
orders of magnitude below the critical tempera-
ture of a grand unified theory (GUT) phase transi-
tion, and in the process it exponentially expands
by an enormous factor. The original version re-
quired that eventually the bubbles of the new

phase would coalesce to fill the space uniformly.
It was pointed out in the original paper, however,
that under plausible assumptions this require-
ment is not fulfilled. Further studies" have
shown that there is no apparent way to achieve a
smooth coalescence of bubbles in the aftermath
of inflation.

The hopes for the inflationary universe bright-
ened considerably when Linde and Albrecht and
Steinhardt' proposed an alternative ending which
avoids the problems described above. In this

new inflationary universe, " the entire observed
universe emerges from a single bubble or fluctua-
tion. While a generic potential would lead to bub-
bles with far too little entropy to comprise the ob-
served universe, ' these authors showed that with

a Coleman-Weinberg potential' it is very plausible
that a single bubble or fluctuation can undergo
enough inflation to avoid this problem. The uni-
verse expands exponentially as the Higgs field p
slowly

' rolls" down the potential, and the energy
is then rapidly thermalized when p begins to os-
cillate about its minimum.

In this paper we will examine the consequences
of the quantum fluctuations of the scalar field p
which occur during the era of exponential expan-
sion. We will follow the evolution of these fluctua-
tions through the time at which galactic scales
come within the Hubble radius (at about 10' sec),
and we will estimate the energy density fluctua-
tions Dpi'p at that time. According to Harrison
and Zeldovich' this number should be about 10 ',
and roughly independent of scale. We find that the
new inflationary universe leads to a 5p/p which is
roughly independent of scale, but with a magni-
tude of = 50. Thus, it appears that a further mod-
ification of this scenario is necessary in order to
make it workable.

For concreteness we will deal with an SU(5)
GUT, ' with an adjoint Higgs field &'= (+)' 'P diag[1,
1,1,—~, —&]. The Coleman-Weinberg potential
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